
PhxMQG Lotto Block for July 2021 
Improv Curve Blocks 

       Cut to 6 3/4” or larger 
     

Every modern quilter should be able to do curved piecing for both strips 

and blocks. It’s really not hard to do when using improv although I’ll 

concede that a traditional drunkard's path block is 

challenging. What can make the improv block 

easier is that it can be a shallower curve and you 

can opt to put it together without pins. Think of 

your lotto blocks as a safe place to learn a new 

technique. The most you waste is a little time and 

a little fabric. Also, think of this particular block as a means to try different color 

combinations. This month’s block requires at least two 8½ squares and will 

allow you to create as many blocks as the squares with which you start. If you 

start with three you can have three different colors in each block. Start with five 

8½ “ squares and you produce 5 blocks and get an extra chance to win.  
 

For our lotto block:  
 

Two to Eight: 8½ x 8½ squares of fabrics 
 
Chose your favorite color scheme - brights, shades, tints, tones, analogous, split complementary, 
solids, prints, low or high volume, low or high contrast in value– just a combination that you love.  

 

Directions:  
 

You can follow these steps or follow the directions on  
 
Improv Curve Quilt - Samelia's Mum  
 
She sews her curve pieces upside down according to prevailing wisdom 
but this may be a better way.  

  
 
1. Layer your squares, right side up. If not quite square, make sure the lower 

left corners and adjacent sides are aligned for right handed people. Align the 

lower right corner if you are left handed. 

2. If right handed, start at the lower edge about 1/4 to 1/2 across from the lower 
left corner, and cut a curve that ends about 1/4 to 1/2 up from the lower left 
corner 

 Note: the flatter the curve the easier it will be to sew.  

 

Alternative: You can opt to sew the seam between A and B before cutting 

C. (Complete steps 4 through 8. Then you will need to align the blocks 

again and then do Step 3 and 4 and continue at step 9. Hubby made his 

blocks this way and I made mine by doing both cuts before sewing.  

 

3. Cut a second curve in the remaining space above your first cut. (Each square 

should have 3 pieces (A, B, C) 

Right Handed Cuts 

Left Handed Cuts 

http://www.sameliasmum.com/2020/02/improv-curve-quilt.html


4. Mix your A, B, and C pieces to form 

your new blocks. (Each block should 

have at least the B piece from a different 

fabric than the other two if not all 3. 

(Photo on left) 

5. Place A right side up with B right side 

down such that the red asterisk corners 

align. (Drawing on right.) If you wish, you 

can extend the top (concave) piece B 1/4” 

beyond the “top” edge of piece A.  

6. Sew a 1/4” seam using a shorter stitch length (2.0 or 1.8). While stitching around the edge of A, 

try to feed as much of the B fabric under your presser foot while keeping the curve edges align. 

You may need to stop and raise the pressure foot or  pull fabric B from 

the left side of the presser foot towards the 

rear to prevent any tucks ot pleats in the 

seam.  
 

A 1/4” presser foot with a side guide 

(cheater foot or foot with “training wheels”) 

works wonders.  

 

7. Press the seam from the edge to set 

the stitches (just the stitches, not the 

whole block). 

8. Open the unit so that the wrong sides 

are up. 

9. Press the seam to one side. (It doesn’t matter which and there's 

no need to clip the seam allowance if you don’t wish. Love 

Improv!) This is unit A+B. 

10. Place unit A+B  right side up with C right side down such the blue 

diamonds corners align. (Or you can extend piece C 1/4” beyond 

unit A+B) 

11. Sew a 1/4” seam trying to feed as much of the C fabric under your 

presser foot while keeping the edges align again.  

12. Press the seam from the edge as you sewed it to set the stitches. 

13. Open the block so that the wrong 

sides are up. 

14. Press the new seam to one side.  

15. Square up your block to as big as possible. (Try for at least 6 

3/4” but bigger is better) 

16. Repeat these steps to create your remaining blocks. 

 

Note: I pulled too much on my first two block and the biggest 

square I could achieve was 6¾”. By pushing the upper concave 

fabric rather than pulling it, I made blocks just under 7½”.  

C 

A 

B * * 

♦ 
♦ 



Helpful Websites: 
 
Improv Curve Quilt - Samelia's Mum  

Note: Experts say it’s easier if the small “quarter circle” (A or convex) piece is on the bottom 
and the outside (B) piece is on top. However, the nature of the feed dogs and presser foot 
make it easier to ease in fullness if the “bigger side” is down. So this may be the better way 
to sew your curved pieces.  

 
Stacked Improv Curves Tutorial | Elm Street Quilts  
 
she can quilt: Improv Circles - A 2016 FAL Tutorial  
 
PinkPlease!: wonky improv circle block tutorial (howaboutpinkplease.blogspot.com)  
 
November « 2013 « modafabrics (wordpress.com)  
 Note: Scroll pass the Asterisk Block to the Improv Curve Block 
 
Helpful Videos: 
 
Improv style quadrant curve wall hanging quilt tutorial - YouTube  
 

Note: She doesn’t cut the block using the natural tendency of her arm. Although the most 
natural for a right handed person is upper right to lower left– but never cut toward your 
body! However, If you are left handed, this is the direction you would cut.  

 
Cut, piece and sew curves without a ruler on Fresh Quilting with Leslie Tucker Jenison (212-3) - 
YouTube  
 

Note: Never, ever cut toward your body. While you may be dexterous enough, it is a horrible 
habit that could lead to major trouble as you age. A friend nearly cut off her toe doing this. 
(You don’t need hospitals and casts)  

 

Possible Layout Ideas: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Rebellious Ideas:  
 

1. Work in a color scheme that isn’t your favorite. Check out color theory 
websites to find one.  

2. Use just solid black and white. (your A and C pieces will be from the same 
fabric.) 

3. Cut diagonal lines instead of curved lines. (Especially if the curve piecing is to 
difficult. You can use a ruler but don’t make your cuts parallel so there’s a bit 
more improv.) 

4. Use true quarter circles with 1/4” seam allowances and pins (photo on right) 
5. Cut a wonky curve instead of a smooth curve (photo on right) 
6. Your own ideas? 

http://www.sameliasmum.com/2020/02/improv-curve-quilt.html
https://www.elmstreetquilts.com/2020/08/stacked-improv-curves-tutorial.html
https://www.shecanquilt.ca/2017/01/improv-circles-2016-fal-tutorial.html
http://howaboutpinkplease.blogspot.com/2013/01/wonky-improv-circle-block-tutorial.html
https://modafabrics.wordpress.com/2013/11/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnS2BUDA3wE&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vT08esPfzw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vT08esPfzw

